Patio Door Solutions

Door Locks
Door Handles
Door Accessories
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Your complete hardware solutions partner.
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PATIO LOCKS
PATIO AND SLIDING DOORS
Fullex patio door locks have been designed to offer high security and
long term reliability. They are suitable for all major PVCu profiles and
boast exceptional security as well as durability.

PVCu Doors

Aluminium
Doors

Timber
Doors

PATIO LOCK
PAS 24 tested
Available in 1414mm 6 hook
and 1753mm 8 hook versions

Opposing stainless steel hooks
and centre anti lift bolt
Inclusive mishandling device to
prevent damage to lock and keep

Shootbolt extendable at top
and bottom as standard

The Fullex Patio Door Lock is
available in 2 versions: 1414mm
6 hook and 1753mm 8 hook.
They are suitable for all major
PVCu profiles and boast
exceptional security as
well as durability.
Each Patio Door Lock has been
manufactured using Austenitic
stainless steel, offering maximum
corrosion resistance and creating
a long lasting, durable product.
As with all Fullex Locks, the
Patio Door Lock can be both Secured
by Design licenced and PAS 24
tested (Not tested on it’s own).

One piece stainless steel keep

PATIO INTERLOCK

PAS 24 tested
Interlock with Bi-directional hooks
For use on PVCu doors

The Fullex Patio Interlock kit is available
for either a two pane or four pane single
slider. Each kit contains a 8 hook PD2000,
as well as rollers, shoot bolt set, Interlock
lock, Interlock keeps and Interlock corner
shoot bolts.

Comes with a 10 year guarantee

2 pane version and 4 pane version
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Patent
Pending

MULTIPOINT LOCKS
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PATIO DOOR ACCESSORIES
PATIO AND SLIDING DOORS
Suitable for the vast majority of uPVC, timber and aluminium inline patio
door systems, the Patio Rollers and Patio Stops are the perfect choice for
any application. and featuring stainless steel wheels, the Patio rollers are
durable and ensure the smooth operation of your patios.

Aluminium
Doors

PVCu Doors

Timber
Doors

ROLLERS

Inline Patio Rollers

Stainless steel eurogroove fit

The Patio Door Rollers are ideal for
customers who are looking to open
and close doors with ease.

Adjustable steel housing assembly
For UPVC, timber or aluminium
Adjustment of up to 8mm

DOOR STOP

Prevents finger traps and door damage
Made from cast zinc
With integrated rubber buffer
Stand alone Quality Product

Patio door bump stops, designed to
be fitted onto the back of the sliding
section of the patio door. They prevent
damage to the wall and patio door itself
from excessive force. Manufactured
from die cast zinc with an integrated
rubber buffer. Single screw fixing with
integral location pin. Restricts door
travel preventing finger traps and door
damage.

Prevent damage to the wall

Black
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Brown

White

ACCESSORIES
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GETS PAST IT

NOWWITH

£4000

ANTI-BURGLARY
GUARANTEE*

EXTREME
RELIABILITY

ULTRA SECURE

COMPETIVELY
PRICED

3 BIO KEYS
AS STANDARD

UAPCORPORATE.COM/KINETICA-K4-HORIZONTAL
8
OR
SEARCH ONLINE FOR 'KINETICA K4 HORIZONTAL'

With the multi-award winning, multi-patented safety
features of the Fullex Kinetica+ K4. Thanks to its
advanced technology and unrivalled built-in performance
at every turn, it takes security, safety, hygiene and
easy-ﬁt functionality to a whole new level. At the heart
of the cylinder’s advanced defence capability lies an
ingenious cam system that delivers a new kind of security.
3 Bio keys have antibacterial and antiviral properties. Bio
keys have been tested to ISO 22196:2011 and shown to
reduce Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli and to
ISO 21702:2019 and shown to reduce SARS-CoV-2.

With a user-friendly Easy Turn Helix Thumbturn which
is smoother to turn and easier to grip and unlike some
other systems, it doesn’t just stop at security, it also helps
to stop bacteria thanks to a Thumbturn Warm Touch Bio
Cap which has health-protecting qualities. The Bio keys
and thumbturn cap have been tested to ISO 22196:2011s
tandards and shown to reduce Staphylococcus aureus and
Escherichia coli and have been tested to ISO 21702:2019
standards and shown to reduce SARS-COV-2.

Available with
Vertical and
Horizontal
Keyway

ANTI BUMP

ANTI PICK

SACRIFICIAL CUT

ANTI DRILL

UAP have developed a large range of 1* Kitemarked euro
cylinders which conform to EN1303:2015 standards. The cylinder
has been re-engineered from our original Zerolift cylinder,
and not only does it combine all the original Zerolift features,
but the Zerolift Advance cylinders are also packed with even
more functions.

ANTI PICK ANTI DRILL SACRIFICIAL CUT ANTI BUMP

ANTI BUMP

ANTI PICK

SACRIFICIAL CUT

ANTI DRILL

Each and every cylinder is an extremely high quality 6 pin
cylinder, with added security features. All cylinders come
complete with anti-pick mushrooms, anti-drill pins and use our
brand new patented anti-bump timing pin system. The cylinders
are also designed to operate as smoothly and effectively as possible.

ANTI PICK ANTI DRILL SACRIFICIAL CUT ANTI BUMP
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PATIO DOOR HANDLES
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Made with 316 grade
stainless steel
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White

Tube handle for
a comfortable grip

Salt spray tested to ASTM
B117 for 2,000 hours

Clean and
contemporary
design

Smooth operating
thumbturn to easily
release the latch

Compatible with UAP
1 star and 3 star cylinders
Easy to remove the handle from the
backplate to adjust opening direction

Left or right
hand available
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Includes the
UAP patent
applied for
screw
alignment
feature for
easy fitting
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The Nanocoast Patio Door Handles are made with 316 grade
stainless steel; the highest grade of stainless on the market,
offering the best protection against rust and corrosion. As it
is part of the Nanocoast range the handle also comes with
a lifetime coating guarantee!

NT

Contemporary in appearance, the Patio Door Handle has a 219mm
backplate and offers plenty of space to grip the handle for a more
comfortable opening operation. We have made fitting the patio
door handle simple with our patented screw alignment feature.
This allows you to easily line the holes in the handle up with the
holes in the door, and the feature will hold the screws in place while

you’re drilling. The handle also comes ready fitted to the
backplate, but if you need to adjust the direction of the
handle it can easily be removed and re-fitted.

A

The Nanocoast Patio Door Handle has been made with ease of
fitting, smooth operation and high quality in mind. It is aimed
at the fabricator who wants to offer a high quality designed patio
door handle.

DOOR HANDLES
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PATIO DOOR DUMMY HANDLE
The Nanocoast Patio Dummy Handle has been made with ease of fitting,
smooth operation and high quality in mind. It is aimed at the fabricator
who wants to offer a high quality designed patio door handle.
Contemporary in appearance, the Patio Dummy Handle has a 219mm
backplate and offers plenty of space to grip the handle for a more
comfortable opening operation. We have made fitting the patio
door handle simple with our patented screw alignment feature.

This allows you to easily line the holes in the handle up with the holes
in the door, and the feature will hold the screws in place while you’re
drilling. The handle also comes ready fitted to the backplate, but if
you need to adjust the direction of the handle it can easily be
removed and re-fitted.
The Nanocoast Patio Door Handles are made with 316 grade stainless
steel; the highest grade of stainless on the market, offering the best
protection against rust and corrosion. As it is part of the Nanocoast
range the handle also comes with a lifetime coating guarantee!
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BLANKING PLATES
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Clean and
contemporary design
Made from 316
Grade stainless
steel
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LIF

Black
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Compatible with the
Patio Door Handles
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Satin
Stainless

Each plate comes
with a LIFETIME
coating guarantee!
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The UAP Nanocoast Patio Blanking Plates are made with 316 grade stainless steel; the highest grade of
stainless on the market, offering the best protection against rust and corrosion. As part of the Nanocoast
range, the blanking plates also come with a lifetime coating guarantee!
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As part of the Patio Door Handle range, the Patio Blanking Plates are ideal for when an external handle is
not required. The Patio Blanking Plates will cover the cylinder, offering added security to any patio door.
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The UAP Nanocoast Patio Blanking Plates have been made with ease of fitting and high quality in mind.
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BLANKING PLATES

Brands

www.uapcorporate.com
sales@uapcorporate.com
0161 796 7268

UAP Limited
Unit 1 Albert Close Trading Estate
Whitefield
Manchester
M45 8EH
England, UK
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